
Break Up 63 

Chapter 63 Ugly and Bad Character 

Just as Luo Yuelin and the short-haired girl were about to leave, there was a commotion outside. 

Everyone looked towards the door. 

The door to the banquet hall opened with a bang and a man in his twenties walked in. His hair was 

styled, and he was wearing sunglasses and a black suit. He was dressed like a male celebrity. 

Everyone’s gaze was attracted to this man. When they took a closer look, they realized that this person 

was actually Lu Wentian. 

Although it had been a few months since Lu Wentian sent someone to beat Chen Che up, everyone had 

not forgotten this. 

“Lu Wentian, what are you doing here?” 

Lin Xi frowned and looked at him unhappily. 

“Of course I’m here to help you celebrate your birthday! Lin Xi, I really like you. How could I miss your 

birthday?” 

Lu Wentian’s eyes were glued to Lin Xi as he looked at her obsessively. 

Usually, Lin Xi was already very beautiful without dressing up much. Today, she was wearing a purple 

dress and was as beautiful as a fairy, making him even more tempted. 

“Lin Xi, I’ll let you know who loves you the most.” 

After Lu Wentian finished speaking, he snapped his fingers. Then, three bodyguards appeared at the 

door. One of them was holding a luxury shopping bag, another was holding an exquisite box, and the 

last was holding a bouquet of flowers. 

When the three bodyguards approached, everyone realized that the flowers in the bodyguards’ hands 

were not real flowers, but flowers that had been folded with money. 

Lu Wentian took the bouquet from the bodyguard and slowly walked over under everyone’s gaze. 

“Lin Xi, happy birthday! This bouquet of flowers is folded from $1,000 notes. It means that my love for 

you will never change.” 

Lu Wentian glanced at Chen Che proudly and raised the bouquet in front of Lin Xi. 

Everyone widened their eyes in surprise. $1,000 notes meant that the bouquet was worth at least 

$100,000. Lu Wentian was actually so generous. As expected of the young master of the Lu family in the 

provincial capital. 

“I’m sorry, I won’t accept these flowers.” Lin Xi refused without hesitation. 

“It’s fine if you don’t like this gift. I’ve prepared other ones.” 

After Lu Wentian finished speaking, he gave a look behind him. The bodyguard immediately took out the 

gift from the shopping bag. 



“Wow! It’s a limited edition TR bag! This bag costs at least $500,000! And ordinary people can’t buy it!” 

“I’m so envious of Lin Xi! She has such a rich suitor.” 

When Lin Xi heard the discussions around her, she frowned unhappily. 

“I won’t accept the bag either. Lu Wentian, I already have a boyfriend. It’s impossible between us. Don’t 

come looking for me again.” 

Lu Wentian’s expression instantly darkened. He suppressed his anger and continued, “You don’t like 

bags, right? I have other things.” 

With that, the last bodyguard walked over with the gift box and untied the ribbon. 

The first thing he saw was a spinning crystal rack, and on it was a car key. 

Everyone gasped when they saw the logo on it. 

“F*ck! It’s a Bentley!” 

The young master of the Lu Corporation was really generous. It was fine if he gave her money and bags, 

but now he was actually giving her luxury cars. 

“It’s a white Bentley Mulsanne. I bought it for more than $5 million. It’s perfect for you to drive.” 

“Lin Xi, can you see my sincerity now?” 

Lu Wentian looked at Lin Xi affectionately, feeling that Lin Xi would definitely be moved by his sincerity 

this time. 

Unexpectedly, in the next second, Lin Xi frowned and said impatiently, “Lu Wentian, haven’t I made 

myself clear?” 

“I don’t like you. No matter what you give me, I won’t accept it. Moreover, I’m very happy with Chen 

Che. I don’t want you disturbing our lives again!” 

With that, Lin Xi held Chen Che’s arm affectionately, afraid that Chen Che would be unhappy. 

Chen Che lowered his head and smiled at Lin Xi, indicating that he was fine. 

“F*ck! I really don’t understand why you like this poor guy! How is he better than me?” 

Lu Wentian questioned angrily. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Chen Che chuckled. “Isn’t that obvious enough? I’m more handsome 

than you, and my character is better than yours!” 

“Chen Che, are you f*cking shameless? With your poor appearance, you still have the cheek to say that 

you’re more handsome than me?” 

Lu Wentian cursed, his eyes surging with anger. 

“Otherwise, why would Lin Xi choose me? It’s all because you’re ugly, especially when you’re angry. We 

can’t bear to watch!” 



Chen Che deliberately provoked Lu Wentian. 

As expected, in the next second, Lu Wentian roared like a wild beast that was about to explode. 

Chen Che’s expression was calm as he continued to mock, “Other than being ugly, you also have a bad 

character. You clearly know that Lin Xi has a boyfriend, but you still pestered her like a relentless 

mistress. You have no morals!” 

“How can anyone like someone like you who has no looks and no manners?!” 

Lu Wentian looked at Chen Che fiercely and gritted his teeth. “Chen Che! F*ck you!” 

“Look at how uneducated you are! You cursed in front of the camera. What if the children in front of the 

screen learn all these? You hurt the future pillars of the country and affected their future. Can you bear 

this responsibility?” 

Chen Che seized the opportunity and attacked Lu Wentian again. 

At this moment, Lu Wentian’s face was red like a ball that was about to explode. 

The netizens in the live-stream sent bullet comments one after another, almost filling the screen. 

[Old Scrooge Chen has such a sharp tongue! I like it so much!] 

[Old Scrooge Chen is right! Other than being rich, Lu Wentian doesn’t seem to have any good points. 

He’s simply the opposite of Old Chen!] 

[Hahaha! Old Scrooge Chen didn’t even say a word. Lu Wentian is so angry that he’s about to smoke!] 

[I’m so envious of Xi Che and his wife’s love. Lin Xi doesn’t covet wealth, and Chen Che isn’t afraid of his 

love rival. They must be together forever!] 

At this moment, Lin Xi said with a cold expression, “Lu Wentian, leave. Don’t appear in front of us 

again.” 

“If you keep pestering me, I’ll have to call the police.” 

At the mention of calling the police, Lu Wentian recalled the scene of being grabbed by the Patrol 

Division. He would lose all his face in this life. 

After returning home, Lu Wentian was scolded by his parents again. 

Lu Wentian’s expression was dark as he looked at Chen Che and Lin Xi viciously. Then, he gritted his 

teeth. 

“Let’s go!” 

Lu Wentian left angrily, and the three bodyguards followed closely behind with gifts. 

Everyone watched as the expensive gift was taken away just like that and couldn’t help but feel sorry for 

Lin Xi. 



“Lin Xi, are you deliberately putting on a show in the live broadcast! To highlight that you’re not 

bewitched by money. Otherwise, why would you abandon the young master of a wealthy family and 

insist on choosing a poor person?” 

Suddenly, Zheng Hui spoke up in a strange tone. 

Lin Xi said unhappily, “In my opinion, money can’t replace feelings. You can choose money, and I can 

choose feelings. This is everyone’s choice.” 

Zheng Hui snorted. “You can clearly live the life of a rich wife, but you have to live with Chen Che. I really 

don’t know what you’re thinking!” 

 


